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•  Designed coupling fluid gaps for the optics.  It was found that a standard shim of 0.003" (76
:m) applied at the periphery of multiplets will accommodate all fluid gaps, with the smallest
axial lens separation remaining larger than 50:m over the entire survival temperature range. 
Modeled the system with Cargille LL5610 fluid using two refractive indices, 1.46 and 1.49.

• Analyzed the sensitivity of reflective longslits to surface flatness to establish polishing
specifications.  Metal slits now appear to be impractical, and attention has turned to glass and
ceramic substrates.

• We determined that  for a VPH grating angle near Littrow, the central wavelength at the
detector is very insensitive to grating angle, so that it cannot be used to adjust the wavelength
without adversely affecting the blaze efficiency.  The central wavelength will therefore be
determined solely by the camera articulation angle, which is quantized into "stations" by the
articulation detents.  The articulation detent spacing was chosen to be 0.75°, the smallest value
consistent with a flexure analysis of the detent mechanism.  This had been 0.5°.  With an
articulation station spacing of 0.75°, the central wavelength spacing will be less than 4% of the
wavelength coverage.  For reference, the CCD mosaic gaps are 1mm, or 1% of the wavelength
coverage; to cover the mosaic gap, the camera must be dithered to the neighboring articulation
station.

2•  All lens blanks (except for the CaF  spares) have been received, examined, and photographed. 
All have now been shipped to the lens fabricators, Coastal Optics and Janos Technology.

•  The coated flat mirror has been received from LLNL.

•  The testplate fitting redesign has been completed and fabrication drawings have been released. 
Of the spherical surfaces, all were fit to Janos testplates except for one surface each in the
collimator and camera, which will be used as pickup surfaces.  The imaging performance is
essentially unchanged, with the merit function increasing by less than 1% (the error budget allots
6% for testplate fitting and fabrication).  We estimate a $25,000 savings from using the Janos
testplate set.

Mechanical 

• The structure required an in-depth re-analysis after we were informed that the Rho-Stage could
not meet the flexure spec. We managed to get the image motion back close to spec by adding a
few extra beams. We are also investigating the possibility of shimming the stationary rail of the
rho-stage to give us a more favorable neutral position and hopefully gain back the rest of the



image motion specification.

• The Slitmask Mechanism drawings have been issued to the Physics machine shop for
manufacture. The estimated completion time is one month.  Thus by the end of the month we
will know whether the new machining schedule is accurate.

• The structure design is being finalized so that fabrication work can start at Rutgers in the next 2
weeks. The first batch of invar should arrive early next week. Orders for the remaining invar
tubes and all plate stock will go out in the next few days. 

• Analyzed the flexure of the Etalon mounts structure. Issued a model defining the etalon nest
envelope to Rutgers. 

• Reviewed in detail the latest issue of the PFIP/ PFIS ICD.  Resolved an envelope violation
problem with the cable wrap.

Control

• Split the main PXI electronics box into two: power distribution (cooled), and signal 
conditioning and distribution (uncooled).  This addresses concerns about  manufacturability and
maintenance.  The cooled volume is also reduced. 

• Delivered the pointing kernel (with LabVIEW interface), apparently  successfully.  The first
two deliveries worked through some minor bugs in  the process (platform issues, developer
environments).  No word on the third  delivery, after a week, which we take to be good news.

•  Star Tracker: continued to debug modifications to the system to support  remote updates in the
field (not part of the core star tracker system). 

•  Reviewed in detail the latest issue of the PFIP/ PFIS ICD, clarifying further the cable and
connector requirements.

Management

• Continued update of the Fabrication Phase schedule with new estimates for manufacturing 
mechanisms.  Mechanisms are back off the critical path, structure back on. 

Etalons (Ted Williams and Chuck Joseph)

The polishing of the etalons is progressing well.  The first etalon has reached final configuration
and has been sent for coating.   The coating will take 10 working days, before it returns to ICOS
for some finishing touches.  We have been preparing for a rapid turn around on the testing since
these tests will determine the final bandpass filter requirements.  We will be using two graduate



students rather than one for the etalon evaluations.  Williams has completed some software for
the laboratory testing of the etalons.  The graduate students continue evaluating filters and
etalons for another program.  Simultaneously, we are adapting the test setup to accommodate the
larger telescopes used for the SALT Fabry-Perot.  The Rutgers shop has fabricated mating
fixtures to mount the larger telescopes to our optical table and rail.

Our mechanical engineer (Goldfarb) is working on the final detailing of the design of the etalon
insertion mechanisms.   There are 3 parts to this effort: 1) etalon holder, slide, and plate, 2)
interface between etalon structure and the rest of PFIS, and 3) Ball and Nesting structure. 
Mating interfaces between the overall PFIS structure and the insertion mechanisms are being
finalized with Wisconsin's mechanical engineer.  A meeting between the Rutgers and Wisconsin
mechanical engineers occurred on 8 May at  Rutgers.   Ball and nesting mechanisms will insure
etalon tip-tilt with respect to the PFIS optical bench will be within tolerances.  The slide
mechanism will be a commercially available Festo DGPL-40-304-PPVA-KF with a pneumatic
slide from the same family as others being used by the  PFIS instrument.

The Rutgers shop provided price estimates for the assembly of the overall PFIS structure.  After
discussions with the Wisconsin mechanical engineer, Mike Smith, CJ believes that the
complexity of  the overall PFIS structure is significantly greater than expected, which will likely
lead to significant growth in costs and schedule.  A dedicated welding facility has been created
in the Rutgers physics high bay.  This facility will eventually house a special welding and
shipping fixture for PFIS.  Additional activities such as stress relieving will be done by an
outside vendor under the direction of Rutgers shop personnel.  Rutgers scientists will provide on-
site monitoring of shop activities, but Wisconsin retains all management responsibilities. 

Detectors (Darragh O'Donoghue)

•   All orders for mosaicing equipment have been placed.

•   All orders for cryostat parts have been placed.

•   Mechanical design of mosaicing structure has just begun.



Activities for the next month

• Optics
- write RFP for slitmask cutter
- further pursue options for longslits
- continue writing draft of observer's guide
- begin concept design for calibration setup
- re-quote and purchase the slitviewer optics (pending go ahead from SALT) 
- monitor lens fabrication
- meet with beamsplitter manufacturer to discuss mosaic alignment
- define the calibration lamp requirement

• Mechanical
- Order all invar
- Structure fabrication drawings to Rutgers
- Define next batch of design work for Design Concepts: Grating and Articulation

weldments.
- Start design of dolly with the intention of using Design Concepts for all detailed

engineering. 
- Prepare to test the slitmask mechanism when it is finished through the machine shop: We 

will need to provide fixturing/brackets and some air/electrical control  facilities. 
- Release the Articulation Mechanism and others to the machine shop. 

• Control
- Finish star tracker updates.
- Finish 1st draft of data interfaces (CCD, TCS, and PFIS data clusters). 
- Continue electronics box detailed designs.
- Finish definition of the specifications and interfaces for the PI Planning Tool.

• Management
- Level resources in schedule.
- Update budget for next Quarterly Report

•  Fabry-Perot
- Create a Rutgers-SAAO interface document
- Prepare for rapid turn around of the test results of etalon #1.
- Finish detailing the mechanical design of the slide mechanism

• Detectors
- Start cryostat machining.
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